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Abstract – In visible light (VL) positioning based on angle of arrival (AOA) estimation for smart

g

indoor service, the AOA parameters obtained at the receiver has sometimes a random and distributed
angle form instead of a point angle form due to the multipath transfer of the actual visible light and
short positioning distance. The AOA estimation of a VL signal with a random and parametric
distributed angle form may give incorrect AOA parameter estimates, which may result in poor VL
positioning performance. In this paper, we classify the AOA parameters of the received VL signal into
three forms according to the actual positioning channel environment and consider the short-range VL
positioning method. We propose a subspace-based AOA parameter estimation technique and a data
fusion method, and analyzed the proposed method by simulation and the measurement of the real VL
channel characteristics.
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Data fusion

However, the AOA parameters estimated at the receiver
may be a random and distributed angle form under the real
channel environment [8] of the VL positioning for smart
indoor service rather than a deterministic and point angle
form. In the short-distance or micro-scale VL positioning
for smart indoor services where the positioning distance is
several to several ten times the photodiode array size of the
receiver, the VL positioning based on AOA parameters of a
random and distributed angle form stare us in the face
because of the multipath transfer and the short positioning
distance of the VL positioning. Then, the conventional
parameter estimation techniques may give us a poor
performance under the positioning environment with the
AOA of the random and distributed angle form. On the
other hand, the AOA parameters in long-range VL
positioning are expected to be a point angle form.
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1. Introduction
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In the era of the Fourth Industry Revolution, various
smart indoor (e.g., home, building, factory, or farm)
services are expected to be provided by VL positioning
technique instead of conventional wireless ones because of
high safety and security characteristics owing to visible
feature. Researches on VL positioning have been actively
carried out for better smart indoor services [1-3].
In conventional VL positioning, the position of the
receiver or target is simply determined by fusing the
parameter estimates, which are obtained by estimating the
unknown parameters (e.g. received signal strength, timeof-arrival, or AOA) at the receiver. The estimation of the
received signal strength parameter is severely affected by
the amplitude distortion due to fading in the VL channels,
and the time-of-arrival parameter estimation requires time
synchronization of the receivers [4-5]. VL positioning
based on the AOA parameters as shown in Fig. 1 is
preferred to that based on the received signal strength or
time-of-arrival parameter because AOA parameters have no
relevance to amplitude distortion or time synchronization.
Conventional VL positioning based on AOA parameters
[6] has the following procedure: the AOA parameters are
obtained by the reception of the VL signals and the array
signal processing [7] at the receiver with photodiode
array, and the position of the receiver is determined from
fusing the AOA estimates and the known positions of the
transmitters.
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Fig. 1. The channel environment of the VL positioning
methodology based on the AOA parameter
estimation for the smart indoor service
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Fig. 2 shows three forms of the AOA parameters of the
VL signals acquired at the receiver when the VL signal is
generated by the VL transmitters. According to previous
VL channel studies [9-11], the VL channel between
transmitter and the receiver has not only a direct line of
sight (LOS) path but also multiple reflected paths similar
to wireless channel.
Fig. 2(a) shows a deterministic point angle form where
each AOA has a single point value and both the direct
LOS path and the multiple reflected path signals have the
same point angle values, i.e., qi (t ) = qi ( s ) = qi , t ¹ s . It is
expected that the long-range VL positioning, where the
positioning distance is compared with the hundreds or
thousands of times the photodiode array size of the receiver,
could give us the point angle form of Fig. 2(a). In this
case, the impulse response is written as follows: h (q ) =
N
i

i

hi and qi are the path amplitude

h (q ) =

Q

ååh d (q - q - w
ik

i

ik
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i =1 k =1

where hik and wik are the k -th path amplitude and the
AOA generated from the i -th transmitter, respectively, qi
is the center AOA parameter with a random and distributed
form, q is the AOA with a random process with a specific
PDF, and Q is the number of multipath signals within one
cluster.
If a uniform linear photodiode array is used at the
receiver as shown in Fig. 3, then the arrival time difference
of the i -th source at two different sensors, the first and
the l -th sensor, is given as Tli = d ( l - 1) sinqi / c , where
d is the distance between two adjacent sensors and c is
the speed of light.
After some calculation [7], the channel impulse response
at the l-th sensor is given as

ad

åh d (q - q ) , where

N

g

2.1 AOA under Real VL positioning channel

path signals. In that case, it is natural that the AOA is
assumed to be a random and distributed angle form, i.e., a
random distribution of the point angle form with the
specific probability density function (PDF) instead of point
and deterministic angle values. The AOA acquired at the
receiver can also be diverse distributed forms (e.g., the
nonparametric function of Fig. 2(b) or the parametric
function of Fig. 2(c)). The angular impulse response by
the VL signal of the random and distributed angle form is
written as follows:

in

2. VL Positioning Method for Smart Indoor
Service

i =1
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and the AOA from the i-th transmitter, respectively, N is
the number of transmitters and d ( ×) is a delta function. In
conventional VL positioning based on the AOA parameters,
the AOA parameters have been assumed to be a point and
deterministic angle form up to now.
As an extension of a previous study [12], we consider
the real VL channel characteristics to improve VL
positioning accuracy. However, the real VL channel under
micro-scale or short-distance VL positioning has such
channel characteristics that the AOA of the direct LOS path
signal is quite different from that of the multiple reflected

N

hl ( t ) =

Q

ååh

ik

( t ) e - jp d (l -1) sin(q +w
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)
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2.2 Signal model
In VL positioning based on AOA parameter estimation,
the D-bit signal generated from the transmitter is given
D -1

x (t ) =

åA p (t - kT ) ,
k

b

(3)

k =0

Fig. 2. Three forms of the AOA parameter observed at the
receiver under the real VL positioning channel (a) a
point angle form (b) a random and nonparametric
distributed angle form (c) a random and parametric
distributed angle form
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Fig. 3. The reception process of the VL signals acquired at
the receiver of the photodiode array of uniform
linear array sensor
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where Ak is the signal intensity with ±1 , p (×) is a digital
pulse shape, and Tb is a bit duration. The transmitted
power of an LED array is pLED = x 2 (t ) , and the
transferred power through VL channel is pT = I (f ) pLED ,
where I (f ) is the light intensity of an LED array at an
irradiance angle f . Since the visible light signal of an
LED array is usually assumed to be of diffuse nature
with Lambertian emission, the light intensity is given as
I (f ) = [ (1 + m) / 2p ] cos m f , where m is an emission order
[9].
If the VL signals generated from N transmitters are
transferred to the positioning channel and N VL signals of
the random and parametric distributed angle forms are
observed at the receivers, the l -th received signal at the
photodiode array of the receiver is obtained as follows,
N

yl (t ) =

(

,

)

{ ( )}

1

2

( ) ( )?
0

Q

ååh

ik (t )e

- jp d ( l -1) sin (qi +wik )

x(t - t ik ) + hl (t ),

i =1 k =1

(4)

1 £ l £ L,
where hl (t ) is the noise at the l -th sensor of the
photodiode array. To represent Eq. (4) in a form of vector
T
equation, let us define y (t ) = [ y1 (t ) L yL (t ) ] and η(t ) =
T
[h1 (t ) L h L (t )] , where T is the vector transpose operator.
It is natural that the VL positioning channel in Eq. (4) has
flat fading characteristic (i.e., approximately zero path time
difference) like indoor wireless channel. Then, Eq. (4) can
be rewritten as
Q

N

y (t ) =

åx ( t - t ) åh
i

i =1

ik

( t ) a (qi + wik ) + η ( t ) ,

(5)

k =1

where a (q ) = [1L e - jp d ( l -1) sin q L e - jp d ( L -1) sin q ]T is the
steering vector. For investigation of the AOA of the
received VL signal, we here assume the mean received
signal amplitude to be x% (t - t i ) = hi x(t - t i ) , where hi =
Q

åh

ik

( t ) . Then, Eq. (5) is given as

i =1

Q

N

y (t ) =

x% (t - t i )

å
i =1

åa(q + w
i

ik ) + η(t ).

(6)

k =1

2.3 Subspace-based AOA parameter estimation
To estimate the AOA parameters of the random and
parametric distributed angle form in short-range VL
positioning, it is natural that the reception process of the
VL signal at the photodiode array receiver is described by a
new steering vector operation connoted the random and
distributed characteristic of the directional arrival. Then we
consider the mean operation of the steering vector as
follows
http://www.jeet.or.kr │ 1923
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= sh2G.

(11)

T
where Xˆ i º [ xˆi yˆi zˆi ] ,

Then the null spectrum of the AOA parameter estimation
in a short-range VL positioning environment by the
subspace-based estimation technique is given as

b(q , rq )GG H b H (q , rq ) = 0,

{

é1
ê0
ê
ê0
êP º êM
êê
ê1
ê0
ê0
ë

(12)

}

where (q , rq ) Î (q1 , rq1 ),L , (q N , rq N ) .
In real positioning environments, the sample null
ˆ ˆ H b H (q , r )
spectrum is obtained as p (q , rq ) = b(q , rq )GG
q
instead of the null spectrum in Eq. (12), where
Gˆ = [eˆN +1 L eˆL ] is obtained from the sample covariance
matrix

1
Rˆ yy =
D

å y (k ) y

H

(16)

and

(k ) . Therefore, the AOA
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AOAs are given as

(qˆi , rˆqi ) = arg min p (qi , rqi ), 1 £ l £ L,

é Xˆ 1 ù
ˆ
K ºê M ú=
ê
ú
êë Xˆ N úû

(17)

(13)

qi ,?rqi

where the arg min is the argument when the function p gets
its minimum. The additional AOA estimates (e.g., azimuth
AOA estimate yˆ i , rˆy i in Fig. 1) can also be obtained by
the same process as the elevation AOA parameter qˆi , rˆqi
estimation.

)

(

)

The three-dimensional position of the receiver in shortrange VL positioning for smart indoor services is obtained
as

(

Xˆ = P T P

2.4 Completion of VL positioning by data fusion
In order to complete of the short-range VL positioning
for smart indoor service, the data fusion process must be
advanced successively after the estimation of AOA is
finished.
For fusing the obtained AOA estimates, we select the
elevation and azimuth center AOA parameters qˆi ,yˆ i
among the random distributed AOA parameter estimates
qˆi , rˆqi ,yˆ i , rˆy i obtained by the subspace-based AOA
estimation technique and determine the receiver position
( xˆi , yˆi , zˆi ) with the selected estimates qˆi ,yˆ i and the
known position ( xi , yi , zi ) of the i -th VL transmitter by
the geometric observation as follows:
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Kˆ .

(18)

3. Performance Analysis
3.1 Completion of VL positioning by data fusion
We here investigate the characteristics of VL channel in
a real positioning environment for smart indoor service,
where a VL transmitter radiates VL signal (e.g., LED light

)

(14)

where ri2 = xi2 + yi2 + zi2 , i = 1, L , N . For a threedimensional VL positioning environment as in Fig. 1, Eq.
(14) can be rewritten as follows in a matrix and vector
form:

PXˆ i = Kˆ ,

)

(15)

Fig. 4. The surface plot of the three-dimensional VL
channel by one VL signal source obtained in a real
VL positioning test
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of the luminance over 2000 lux) into the air, and a twodimensional uniform photodiode array acquires the
radiated VL signal at different positions.
e three-dimensional positioning VL channel between a
VL transmitter and a receiver was measured as follows. A
transmitter is fixed at a height of 87cm from the lowest
position of the receiver and radiates a VL positioning
signal. A uniform photodiode array captures the radiated
VL signal at various locations below the transmitter. The
receiver moves along the x, y and z directions by 5cm to
capture the VL signal. Fig. 4 shows the surface plot of the
measured three-dimensional VL channel, inside which an
accurate positioning is possible.
From the result in Fig. 4, we can see that the VL channel
has the maximum positioning cell size or the maximum
receiving area at quite a few distances from the bottom
(e.g., at a height of 23cm from the bottom in Fig. 4), which
means that the selection of the receiver position along the
elevation direction is directly related to the positioning
capability.
Fig. 5 shows the surface plot of the VL channel between
three transmitters and a two-dimensional uniform photodiode array receiver in a real environment similar to that
depicted in Fig. 1.
We can expect from Fig. 5 that the three sets of AOA
parameters of the random and parametric distributed angle
form are sometimes available at arbitrary positioning cell
inside the VL channel generated by three transmitters
because of the multipath transfer and short-range travel of
VL signal in a short-range VL positioning environment.

3.2 Estimation of AOA parameters
In order to estimate the AOA parameters in the shortrange VL positioninenvironment as shown in Fig. 1, we
assume that the AOA parameters obtained at the receiver
has the random and parametric distributed angle form as
shown in Fig. 2 because of the short positioning distance

Fig. 5. The surface plot of the three-dimensional VL
positioning channels constructed by three VL
transmitters in a real VL positioning environment
similar to Fig. 1

and the multipath transfer.
The parameter estimation of AOA was executed by the
subspace-based estimation technique described in Section
2, and simulations were carried out under the following
test conditions: three VL transmitters (i.e., N = 3 ) are at
the elevation angle of q1 = 10°, q 2 = 50°, and q3 = 120° ,
repectively, and the VL positioning signals radiated from
the three VL transmitters are again acquired at the
photodiode array of the VL receiver, where the AOA
parameters of the captured signals are of the random and
distributed angle forms with the Laplace PDF characterized
by the center AOA and the spread AOA parameters like Fig.
2(c). The room where the experiment was conducted has a
regular tetrahedron shape, the positioning distance is
several ten times the photodiode array size of several
centimetres, the number of sensors in the photodiode array
is L = 10, the number of sample data is D = 500 , and the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 20 dB.
Through the simulation study for the estimation of AOA
parameters in short-range VL positioning for smart indoor
service as shown in Fig. 1, the AOA parameters were
estimated at the photodiode array of the VL receiver by the
proposed subspace-based estimation technique as written
in Eq. (13). Fig. 6 shows the inverse plot of the sample null
spectrum p (q , rq ) . From Fig. 6, we can see that the AOA
of the random and distributed angle form with Laplace
PDF has three local peaks in the sample null spectrum
calculated by the subspace-based estimation technique.
In order to estimate the center AOA parameters of the
inverse sample null spectrum in Fig. 6, the threedimensional sample null spectrum is converted into a twodimensional one by slicing up the sample spectrum along
the spread AOA parameter axis.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the inverse two-dimensional
sample null spectrums under the condition that the spread
AOA estimates are given as follows: rˆq = 0.7°, 1.3°, 2.2°,
and rˆq = 0.0°, respectively

Fig. 6. The inverse plot of the sample null spectrum
obtained by the subspace-based AOA estimation
technique for short range VL positioning as
written in Eq. (13)
http://www.jeet.or.kr │ 1925
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Fig. 7. The inverse plot of the two-dimensional slices of
the three-dimensional sample null spectrum of Fig.
6 under the condition that the spread AOA
parameter is given

Fig. 9. Variances of the center and spread AOA estimation
errors of the subspace-based AOA estimation
technique
distributed AOA estimate in order to evaluate the
performance of the subspace-based AOA estimation
technique.
Since the AOA estimates (qˆi , rˆqi ) in Eq. (13) are the
local minima in the three-dimensional sample null
spectrum, it is reasonable to assume that p' (qˆi , rˆqi ) = 0.
The Taylor series expansion gives that 0 = p ¢(qˆ , rˆ ) »
i

(

Fig. 8. The inverse plot of the two-dimensional slices of
the three-dimensional sample null spectrum of Fig.
6 under the condition that the AOA is assumed the
point form like Fig. 2(a)
We can observe from Fig. 7 that the center AOA
parameters are obtained from three local peaks of the
AOA estimates in Fig. 6 by determining the spread AOA
parameter, i.e., qˆ = 10° under rˆq = 2.2°, and qˆ = 50°
under rˆq = 1.3°, and qˆ = 120° under rˆq = 0.7°. However,
if the AOA of the received VL signal in the short-range VL
positioning is assumed to be a point angle form like Fig.
2(a) and so the spread AOA parameter is assumed to be
zero, i.e., rˆq = 0.0° , then the center AOA parameter
estimate of one local peak in Fig. 8 comes to have the
wrong value (i.e., qˆ = 52° ) instead of the true AOA
parameter, i.e., qˆ = 10° , or qˆ = 50° , or qˆ = 120° , and
then the VL positioning meets with failure.

qi

T

p ¢(qi , rqi ) + H (qi , rqi )εi , where εi = éqˆ - q , rˆ - r ù
qi û
ë i i qi
is the estimation error vector, p ¢(qi , rqi ) and H (qi , rqi )
are the gradient and the Hessian of p qi , rqi ,
respectively. If H i = lim H qi , rqi is assumed to be the
N ®¥
asymptotic Hessian, then the estimation error becomes
εi = H i-1 p ¢(qi , rqi ) and the covariance matrix is given as
Rεε = E éë εi εiT ùû .
The simulation was performed under the following
conditions: a uniform photodiode array with ten built-in
photodiodes ( L = 10 ) and the number of samples was
N =100. Three sets of AOA parameters estimated at the
receiver were (qˆ1 , rˆq1 ) = (10°, 4.3° ) , (qˆ2 , rˆq2 ) = (50°, 6.5°),
and (qˆ3 , rˆq3 ) = (120°, 0.6°) , respectively. The variances of
the center AOA and the spread AOA parameter estimates
T
calculated from the relation Rεε = E éë εi εi ùû were shown in
Fig. 9.
From the result in Fig. 9, we can see that both the
variance of the estimation error of the center AOA and the
spread AOA parameters decrease as the SNR increases, and
the variance of the estimation errors of the center AOA
parameter are just a little higher than or almost equal to
those of the spread AOA parameter in the subspace-based
estimation technique.

)

(

)

3.4 Data fusion
3.3 Estimation error
We obtain the estimation error of the random and
1926 │ J Electr Eng Technol.2018; 13(2): 1921-718

In order to complete the VL positioning for smart indoor
service, the data fusion process must proceed after both the
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elevation and azimuth angles of arrival are successively
estimated by the subspace-based estimation technique.
We select the elevation and azimuth center AOA
parameters (qˆi , yˆ i ) and determine the receiver position
( xˆi , yˆi , zˆi ) from Eq. (14) by use of the selected estimates
qˆi , yˆ i and the known position ( xi , yi , zi ) of the VL
transmitters.

(

)

4. Conclusion
In short-range VL positioning based on the AOA
estimation for smart indoor services, it is expected that the
positioning performance mainly depends on the accurate
parameter estimation of the AOA of the received signal.
However, the AOA parameters obtained at the receiver
are sometimes of a random and distributed angle form
instead of a point angle form in a real VL positioning
environment because of multipath transfer and short
positioning distance. The AOA parameter estimation for
the VL signal of a random and parametric distributed angle
form may provide us incorrect AOA parameter estimates
and result in poor VL positioning performance.
In order to achieve accurate VL positioning in a shortrange positioning environment using VL signal having a
random and distributed angle form, a short-range VL
positioning method and a subspace-based AOA estimation
technique were proposed. The performances of the
proposed techniques were analysed by measuring the
actual VL positioning channel and by simulating the AOA
estimation.
The following conclusions were derived from the
performance test. The VL channel has the maximum
receiving area at a certain distance from the bottom. It is
possible to estimate the AOAs of random and parametric
distributed angle forms in an arbitrary positioning cell
inside the VL channel because of multipath transfer and
short-range travel of the received VL positioning signal.
The selection of the receiver position in the elevation
direction is directly related to the positioning capability. If
the AOA in short-range VL positioning is assumed to be
point angle form, the VL positioning meets with failure.
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